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Unit 410 Search engine marketing 
 

UAN: L/505/9104 

Level: 4 

Credit value: 7 

GLH: 40 

Aim: The technologies and techniques of search 
engine marketing are evolving fast.  
 
This unit seeks to equip learners with 
essential current industry working practice 
skills and knowledge to help them to put 
together and manage a search campaign, 
which utilises advertising platforms and will 
allow a business/organisation to compete 
on both branded and non-branded 
keywords.  
 
The learner will be able to plan, manage, 
run, evaluate and optimise a campaign 
using tracking methodologies to measure 
success. In addition they will be able to 
explain processes, reflect on and evaluate 
their own performance. 

 

Learning outcome 

The learner will: 
1. understand how search engine marketing fits into the marketing 

objectives of a business 

Assessment criteria 

The learner can: 
1.1 compare SEO and paid search 
1.2 explain the techniques used to improve organic search engine 

positioning 
1.3 explain how to optimise the location of paid search ads 
1.4 explain the factors to consider when planning a search marketing 

campaign for a business 
1.5 explain how audience targeting technologies are used to optimise 

paid search ads 
1.6 explain the relationship between a paid search ad and the landing 

page. 
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Range  

Techniques 
Meta-tags, link-building, keyword usage within content, use of social 
media 
 
Factors 
Aims and objectives, target audience, message, cost, time, 
optimisation. 

 

Learning outcome 

The learner will: 
2. understand the role of keywords in a search marketing campaign 

Assessment criteria 

The learner can: 
2.1 explain the considerations for selecting keywords and keyword 

phrases 
2.2 analyse competitor keywords and keyword phrases 
2.3 explain how to leverage current events to optimise campaigns 
2.4 explain the data required from technology to measure success. 

 

Learning outcome 

The learner will: 
3. be able to manage a search marketing campaign 

Assessment criteria 

The learner can: 
3.1 plan a search marketing campaign 
3.2 select keyword and keyword phrases for a search marketing 

campaign to meet requirements of a brief 
3.3 edit web copy for optimisation 
3.4 create a paid search ad to meet requirements of a brief 
3.5 manage a paid search ad campaign 
3.6 evaluate the success of a search marketing campaign against the 

aims and objectives of the brief 
3.7 evaluate own performance in running paid search campaigns 
3.8 recommend actions for improvement of own and campaign 

performance . 

 

Range 

Plan 
Aims and objectives, budgets, deadlines, design, testing, tailor ads to 
target audience strategies for optimisation, delivery, metrics, 
resources, link destination 
 
Manage 
Monitor and adjust plan, work to agreed targets, refine content as 
required, analyse data, liaison with others. 
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Unit 410 Search engine marketing 
Supporting information 

Guidance 
This unit does not require a learner to explain how search engines work, 
but they should be able to understand their central role in search engine 
marketing. 
 
1.3 Location. Which websites/search results pages and where on the page 
the ad appears. 
 
1.5 Audience targeting technologies for example; 
Geo targeting, device targeting, weather specific targeting  
 
2.3 Current events for example; 
New stories, trends, topical issues, fads, fashion 
 
2.4 Data for example; 
Reports, statistics, metrics (Click through rates (CTR), cost per click (CPC), 
cost per acquisition (CPA), cost per mille (CPM), cost per impression (CPI)) 
 
3.2 Keyword and keyword phrases for example; 
Competitor researched, branded, own, current events 
 
3.3 Edit for example; 
Meta-tags, keyword density, headings, hyperlinks, social media 
integration.  


